
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behavior and the cheese market.
•• The impact of rising food inflation on consumer behaviour and cheese.
•• What considerations are most and least important when choosing what

cheese to purchase.
•• Perceived usage and acceptance of plant-based cheese.

Cheese is a very established category in Canada as nearly all Canadians eat
cheese at some point, which means that there is little room to grow penetration
in the market. This leaves frequency – or, in other words, getting cheese eaters
to eat more cheese more often – as the best path for growth, and in this
respect feedback shows there remains ample room for growth. Cheese’s
versatility is the category’s main asset. This Report provides an overview of the
Canadian cheese consumer, delving into what types of cheese Canadians eat,
how often they eat cheese and in what ways. This Report also examines where
Canadians typically purchase cheese, as well as what considerations matter
more (and less) to them when choosing what cheese to purchase. Beyond that,
the cheese formats that Canadians eat most often are identified (eg slices,
grated), in addition to broader attitudes toward cheese. These attitudes, more
specifically, look at what impact the pandemic has had on cheese
consumption from consumers’ point for view, the willingness of consumers to
make trade-offs around quality in the face of rising food prices and
perspectives toward plant-based cheese. As with all Reports, feedback is
broken out by demographic where warranted.

Some other points from this Report are as follows.

•• Canadians are split on whether they are willing to pay extra for
convenience when it comes to cheese and whether they are willing to
sacrifice on quality in exchange for lower prices. As inflation causes many
Canadians to tighten their budgets, offering tiered assortments of cheese
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by quality and price can help address different needs when it comes to
budgeting.

•• Although Canada appears to have moved beyond pandemic-related
lockdowns for the time being, many Canadians continue to work from
home. Cheese stands to benefit from this arrangement with more ready
access to their fridges throughout the day, meaning more opportunity to
incorporate cheese into meals and snacks.

•• Younger Canadians are much more likely to state that they are cutting
back on their consumption of dairy-based cheese in support of the
environment. As the impact of climate change intensifies, it will be
incumbent on cheese (and other) brands to ensure that sustainability is a
central strategic pillar in order to remain relevant with today’s emerging
consumer base.

•• ‘Local’ strongly resonates with Canadians. The vast majority of Canadians
agree that “supermarkets should have a greater range of cheeses from
local producers”, which can include ‘made-in-Canada’. Given ‘local’s’
popularity among Canadian consumers, when applicable brands and
retailers can look to promote ‘local’ and make the production process
more transparently traceable using both traditional and newer, more
technologically integrated methods.
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Figure 1: Category outlook for cheese, 2022-27
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• As inflation mounts, value’s importance rises
Figure 2: Canadian year-over-year Consumer Price Index
(inflation rate) by month, 2019-22
Figure 3: Expected increase in household income vs
household spending by quarter among Canadians, 2014-Q1
22
Figure 4: Top issues of concern for Canadians over the next
six months (any rank), 2022
Figure 5: Monthly average retail prices for processed cheese
slices, 2019-22

• Shifts in where Canadians work will persist beyond the
pandemic
Figure 6: Stated work location of employed Canadian adults,
2022
Figure 7: Population growth by select census metropolitan
areas, 2021 vs 2019

• Methane reduction is becoming a key focus
Figure 8: Global methane emissions, 1990-2018

• The UK is the latest trading partner to make a ‘stink’ about
dairy exports into Canada
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• Snacks and life-hacks grow in importance as life returns to
‘normal’
Figure 9: Kraft Natural Cheese Cracker Cuts Sharp Cheddar
Cheese (US), 2021
Figure 10: Cracker Barrel Sweet Combo Old Cheddar
Cheese + Raspberry Infused Dried Cranberries, Graham
Bites & Milk Chocolate Chunks (Canada), 2021
Figure 11: Babybel Plus+ Dairy Snack with Vitamin A & Vitamin
B12 (US), 2021
Figure 12: SlimFast Keto Fat Bomb Garlic & Onion Snack Mix
(US), 2021
Figure 13: Merkts Mini Sharp Cheddar Cheese (US), 2021
Figure 14: Cracker Barrel Signature Smoked Aged & Medium
Shredded Natural Cheddar Cheese (Canada), 2021

• Cheese expands into different formats (cheese fries, bread
and wraps)
Figure 15: Parm Crisps Original Snack Mix (US), 2021
Figure 16: Folios Parmesan Cheese Wraps (US), 2021
Figure 17: Emporium Selection Cheese Fries (US), 2021
Figure 18: Pavé d'Affinois Advent Calendar Cheese Lovers
(Canada), 2021

• Cheese can be a trusted vehicle for flavour exploration
Figure 19: Kite Hill Pumpkin Pie Cream Cheese Alternative
(US), 2021
Figure 20: Martha Stewart Kitchen Baked Brie with Brown
Sugar, Apple and Pecans (US), 2021
Figure 21: Kindred Creamery Ginseng & Garlic Jack Cheese
(US), 2021
Figure 22: Montchevre Blueberry Lemon Goat Cheese (US),
2022
Figure 23: Emporium Selection Mango Chilli Goat Milk
Cheese (US), 2021
Figure 24: Cracker Barrel Jalapeño Pizza Mozzarella String
Cheese (Canada), 2021

• Wine/beer and cheese makes way for wine/beer in cheese
Figure 25: Coombe Castle Beer Cheddar Cheese (Canada),
2022
Figure 26: Coombe Castle Irish Buck Cheddar Cheese with
Whiskey & Ginger (Canada), 2022
Figure 27: Emporium Selection Irish Porter Cheddar Cheese
with Porter Ale (US), 2021

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
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Figure 28: Trader Joe’s British Mustard & Ale Cheddar Cheese
(US), 2021
Figure 29: Kirkland Signature Cabernet Sauvignon Sartori
BellaVitano Cheese (US), 2021
Figure 30: Snowdonia Cheese Company Ruby Mist Cheddar
Cheese with Port Brandy (Canada), 2022

• Plant-based cheese can leverage different flavours,
benefits and formats to make it more enticing and relevant
Figure 31: Daiya Cutting Board Collection Mexican Four
Cheeze Flavoured Blend Shreds (Canada), 2021
Figure 32: Plant Perks Smoked Gouda Spread (US), 2020
Figure 33: Daiya Think Crust Gluten-Free Classic Pizza
(Canada), March 2022
Figure 34: Daiya Cheddar Flavour Slices (Canada), 2022

• Beyond plant-based, cultured dairy is a space to watch

• Nearly all Canadians eat cheese in one form or another
Figure 35: Types of cheese eaten in the past three months,
2022

• Women eat a wider variety of cheese
Figure 36: Types of cheese eaten in the past three months,
men vs women, 2022
Figure 37: Types of cheese eaten in the past three months
(select), by age, 2022
Figure 38: Types of cheese eaten in the past three months
(select), by parental status, 2022
Figure 39: Types of cheese eaten in the past three months
(select), South Asians vs Chinese Canadians vs overall, 2022

• Cheese formats that make life easier are also the most
popular
Figure 40: Cheese formats eaten in the past three months,
2022

• Age and parental status impact demand for different
formats
Figure 41: Cheese formats eaten in the past three months, by
age, 2022
Figure 42: Cheese formats eaten in the past three months, by
parental status, 2022

THE CHEESE CONSUMER – FAST FACTS
CHEESE CONSUMPTION BY TYPE

CHEESE CONSUMPTION BY FORMAT
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Figure 43: Cheese formats eaten in the past three months,
South Asians vs Chinese Canadians vs overall population,
2022
Figure 44: Types of cheese eaten in the past three months
(select), Quebec vs overall population, 2022

• Incentivizing more frequent consumption of cheese is key to
growing the category
Figure 45: How often cheese is eaten, 2022

• South Asians and Chinese Canadians eat cheese less often
Figure 46: How often cheese is eaten, South Asians vs Chinese
Canadians vs overall population, 2022
Figure 47: Frequent eaters of cheese, by parental status,
2022

• The number of ways in which Canadians use cheese is a
testament to its versatility
Figure 48: How cheese is typically used or eaten, 2022

• Older consumers are more likely to use cheese in a greater
variety of ways
Figure 49: How cheese is typically used or eaten, by age,
2022
Figure 50: How cheese is typically used or eaten, South Asians
vs Chinese Canadians vs overall population, 2022
Figure 51: Typically eat cheese paired with a beverage,
Quebec vs overall population, 2022

• Price and flavour are top-of-mind for Canadians when
choosing cheese
Figure 52: Important factors when choosing what cheese to
purchase, 2022

• Price, format and flavour resonate across age groups
Figure 53: Important factors when choosing what cheese to
purchase, by age, 2022
Figure 54: Important factors when choosing what cheese to
purchase, South Asians vs Chinese Canadians vs overall
population, 2022

• The dairy section in grocery stores is where the vast
majority of Canadians buy their cheese

CHEESE CONSUMPTION FREQUENCY

HOW CHEESE IS TYPICALLY USED

IMPORTANT FACTORS WHEN CHOOSING CHEESE

WHERE CHEESE IS PURCHASED
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Figure 55: Where cheese is typically purchased, 2022
• Younger Canadians get their cheese from a wider variety of

sources
Figure 56: Where cheese is typically purchased, by age, 2022
Figure 57: Where cheese is typically purchased, by parental
status, 2022
Figure 58: Where cheese is typically purchased, South Asians
vs Chinese Canadians vs overall population, 2022
Figure 59: Where cheese is typically purchased, by work
location, 2022
Figure 60: Where cheese is typically purchased, Quebec vs
overall population, 2022

• Half of Canadians are willing to sacrifice on quality to save
money
Figure 61: Statements about cheese and ‘current events’, 2022
Figure 62: No Name Shredded Mild Cheddar Cheese
(Canada), August 2020; PC Shredded Smoke Flavoured
Cheddar Cheese (Canada), May 2020
Figure 63: “Right now I'm more willing to sacrifice on quality
when it comes to cheese because of rising food prices” (%
agree), by household income, 2022
Figure 64: “I'm eating more cheese now than compared to
before the start of the pandemic (ie March 2020)” (% agree),
by work location, 2022

• Canadians are split when it comes to paying extra for
convenience
Figure 65: Statements about cheese and ‘cost and
convenience’, 2022
Figure 66: Statements about cheese and ‘cost and
convenience’, by parental status, 2022
Figure 67: Statements about cheese and ‘cost and
convenience’, by age, 2022

• Most Canadians view cheese as both nourishing and
indulgent
Figure 68: Statements about the role of cheese, 2022
Figure 69: “Cheese makes meals/snacks more nourishing” (%
agree), by age, 2022
Figure 70: Statements about the role of cheese, by work
location, 2022

• Most Canadians want more local cheese options

ATTITUDES TOWARD CHEESE
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Figure 71: Statements about variety and the importance of
local when it comes to cheese, 2022
Figure 72: “I often seek out different types of cheese” (%
agree), by parental status, 2022

• Most Canadians are skeptical of non-dairy cheese
Figure 73: Statements about non-dairy cheese, 2022
Figure 74: Views about non-dairy cheese and health and the
environment (% agree), by age, 2022
Figure 75: Views about non-dairy cheese and health and the
environment (% agree), South Asians vs Chinese Canadians vs
overall population, 2022
Figure 76: “The environmental impact of dairy production has
led me to cut back on eating dairy-based cheese” (%
agree), by region, 2022

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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